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This issue has been a deeply interesting project, dealing, as it does, with the ways our beloved Buxus is 
presented in the various worlds of art. The article on Longwood Gardens in the Summer issue makes 
a fitting prelude to this study and you are encouraged to take another look at it with "the living land
scape as art" in mind. As promised in the Summer '13 issue of the Bulletin, we travel from our Eden 
in eastern Pennsylvania (Longwood) westward this fall to find a paradise in Pittsburgh. There we un
cover more of the horticultural and botanical treasures of this great state as we are given a privileged 
look at the holdings of the illustrious botanical library founded, filled, and endowed by Rachel Hunt. 
The boxwood enthusiast will find the botanical illustrations of Buxus to be an exciting part of this li
brary and we have a few to show you. (But there is really no substitute for seeing these treasures "in 
the flesh", and you are encouraged to make the trip to Pittsburgh!) 

Following Rachel Hunt's inspiring story, we meet an artist whose interpretation of the "art of 
boxwood" is a delightful surprise and a stunning departure from the expected botanical illustration! 
We are sure you will find Lynda Bywater's work exciting! 

And finally, we are encouraged to explore the familiar with new eyes-boxwood as living art in the 
landscape-beginning with our cover photo. There are comments from an internationally recognized 
figure in the world of garden art--whose specialty is creative pruning-and advice from his book, a 
treasure trove of information and inspiration which you will want to add to your boxwood bookshelf. 

Remember the "big yawn" (hiatus) we talked about a year ago? Well, it's here again! (Where did 
that year go?!) The approach of Fall finds us attuning ourselves to the change of seasons, enjoying the 
beauty of autumn, buttoning up our gardens and anticipating the quiet productivity of the winter lull. 
Watch for the president's Winter Letter in your mailbox while the Bulletin takes a break, and make firm 
plans for a trip, perhaps to Pittsburgh, and definitely to Washington for the ABS annual symposium in 
May! Best wishes for a lovely winter with fruitful, family-filled holidays decorated with beautiful Buxus! 

Be guided by nature .. .for truly art is hidden in nature and he who can draw it out, possesses it. 
--Albrecht Diirer 

Louise T. Smith, Editor 
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* * * * * 
THE ABS IN ACTION ... 

And Other News of the Society 

* * * * * Duties of the growing season have kept ABS members, growers and gardeners alike, occupied-but the apparent 
quiet belies the almost feverish planning activity that is taking place and which necessarily precedes the major 
events of winter and next spring. 

Bennett Saunders and his committee are making arrangements for what promises to be a lively and very im
portant annual meeting and symposium next spring in Washington D.C. Opening events (Monday, May 12) will 
include the placing of a boxwood wreath at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier! This ceremony will be held on the 
day preceding the first day of the meeting, but many members will want to come early enough to participate in 
this very great honor. Actual meeting dates are May 13 -15, with post-conference Washington tour on the 16th. 

The meeting will coincide with a Boxwood Summit being held at the USDA facility at Beltsville, MD. The 
Summit is a collaboration between European and American scientists and researchers who will be continuing 
their examination of causes and cures for boxwood blight. The ABS meeting (following the Summit) will present 
noteworthy lecturers, some of whom will be Summit participants, a valuable opportunity for ABS members to 
hear these experts. Visits to some of Maryland's outstanding boxwood gardens around Annapolis will also be 
on the agenda. Planning is in the early stages-stay tuned! It promises to be a busy and exciting time for Society 
members and friends. Mark your calendars now! The president's Winter Letter will bring more information. 

* * * * * 
Plans for the 44th Mid Atlantic Nursery Trade Show (MANTS) are nearing completion and President John Boyd 
reports that several ABS members are firmly committed to assisting in the volunteer-staffed ABS booth. The show 
is scheduled for January 8-10, 2014, at the Baltimore Convention Center. The ABS booth will feature a selection of 
boxwood plants, literature and handouts. MANTS is co-sponsored by the nursery trade associations of Maryland, 
Virginia, and West Virginia. It is comprised of slightly over one thousand exhibiting green industry firms which 
attract nearly 11,000 attendees. It is an excellent opportunity for the ABS to boost membership and glean valuable 
information from participants and attendees on boxwood growing conditions around the country. There is always 
need for more help from ABS members-three days of constant staffing requires lots of volunteers. Think about 
being a part of it. Contact John Boyd or Secretary Jan Carter if you would like to participate. 

* * * * * 
Lynn Batdorf reports that the ABS has received its recertification as the ICRA (international cultivar registration au
thority) for Buxus. This recertification (a three-year term) comes from the executive committee of the International 
Society of Horticultural Science, Commission for Nomenclature and Cultivar Registration, which met recently in 
Beijing. The ABS is fortunate in having the services of Lynn who will continue in his duties as registrar. 

* * * * * 
IN MEMORIAM 

We are deeply saddened to report the passing of Clyde Weber (August, 2013). Clyde was a longtime avid support
er of the American Boxwood Society, serving the Society on the board of directors (elected 1995), as vice president 
(elected 2001), and as president (elected 2005). He is survived by his wife, Betty. 

Clyde's report for the Bulletin (April '05) on a "mid-January stroll" is a classic-reading it will bring memories 
of this gentle man who was a devoted grower of boxwood and loved all of nature's gifts. The ABS remembers 
Clyde with deep gratitude. 

Memorial contributions to the ABS may be made by contacting the office at P.O. Box 85, Boyce, VA. 
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ce, VA 

• Meeting was called to order by President Boyd, and a quorum was confirmed. Minutes of the previous meet
ing were approved. 

Financial Treasurer Saunders, Executive Director Rinker 

• The conversion from an April 30th fiscal year to calendar based accounting year has been completed and is 
progressing without issue. 

• An updated 2013 Budget was presented which forecasts a deficit of -$2,422.50. 
• The Symposium 2013 Profit and Loss Statement shows a profit of $4,088.94. The proceeds of the Annual Benefit 

Auction were $1,315.00, yielding a net income from the Symposium of $2,773.94. As per previous Board policy 
action, one half of the Auction proceeds are designated for the Research Fund and one half of the proceeds are 
designated for the Publication Fund. 

• The year to date Profit and Loss statement, through July 31, 2013 was presented. The net income YTD is a loss 
of -$2,765.26. 

• The Balances statement as of July 31, 2013 shows cash and cash equivalents on hand of $54,492.08. Additionally, 
the Society's tangible assets (consisting of publications and apparel) are approximately $17,500.00, reported 
to be valued at replacement cost. An inventory will now be determined on a calendar year basis and an exact 
accounting made then. 

• Treasurer Saunders presented a brief study of the apparent costs of "servicing a member" versus the dues income 
per member. The Board engaged in a lengthy period of open discussion on various points of this issue. It was not
ed that greater numbers of members offer an "economy of scale" with respect to costs of publications and services. 
However, the number of members has decreased significantly and those economies of scale have diminished. In 
order to deal with the apparent budget deficit and to maintain the current level of benefits and services, the Board 
moved to adopt the following dues schedule for the membership year 2014-2015. Categories: Individual- $50., 
Family- $70., Contributing- $100., Sustaining- $150., Life- $1,500. [Saunders/Carter/passed by voice] 

• E.D. Rinker, with the assistance of other Board members, will attempt to ascertain how other similar plant 
societies deal with renewal notices and member retention. 

Executive Director's Report 
• Executive Director Rinker reported on her numerous activities for the Society. Among the highlights are 

working with the accountant at year 's end and again in April to successfully complete the fiscal to calendar 
year accounting transition, reviewing the insurance policy to update the endorsements and "sorting" some of 
the archives. 

• The E.D. fields the inquiries from members and the public that come through the website and e-mail, and di
rects those to the Society's "Information Panel". The panel consists of John Boyd III, Walter Carell, Jr., Hugh 
Crump and Lynn Batdorf. 

Committee Reports 

Registrar Lynn Batdorf 
• Dr. A. C. Leslie as Chair of the Commission for Nomenclature and Registration of the International Society 

for Horticultural Science, forwarded notice that The American Boxwood Society has been reappointed the 
International Cultivar Registration Authority for BUXLls L. Lynn Batdorf as the International Registrar, received 
several accolades from the Commission for his fine work as the Registrar and the exemplary quality of his re
port that was acted on in the proceedings at Beijing, China in July 2013. 

• There have been no new registrations year to date. 

Membership 

• The membership year will continue to be May 1st through April 30th. 
• The current membership by categories: Individual- 98, Family- 19, Contributing- 8, Sustaining- 11, Life- 31; 

total membership stands at 167. Katherine Ward is continuing her work on filtering the lists for discrepancies 
and incorrect addresses. 
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Boxwood Bulletin 
• Editor Louise Smith submitted that this Fall issue (October) will be the last one for which she serves as Editor. 

She holds out the offer of assistance and encouragement to her successor. 
• The current plan is that E.D. Rinker will assemble the next issue with the assistance of Katherine Ward. They 

will begin soliciting articles now. Lynn Batdorf suggests that many fine articles can be pulled from the archives 
and repurposed for current inclusion. 

• The Board had a period of open discussion as to how the archives could be indexed and searched on line. This, 
with an eye to a possible source of revenue. 

Publications Presiden t Boyd, E.D. Rinker 
• Report of sales for the year: Trials Book- 12, Encyclopedia- 21, Handbook- 121 

Web Site E.D. Rinker 
• The Executive Director will continue as the "point person" for the ABS' web site. 
• The current webmaster bills the ABS at the rate of $65./hour. 
• All Board members were asked to thoroughly review the web site and develop their list of improvements and 

additions that could be made to the existing site. 

Blandy Arboretum D irector Carell 
• Director Carell met with Blandy Arboretum Director, Dr. David Carr relative to the redesign and expansion of 

the Boxwood garden. The plan presented to the ABS Members in Williamsburg was well received by Dr. Carr 
and members of the Blandy staff. Dr. Carr noted that Blandy continues to struggle with constrained finances 
and would have no financial support available to assist in such an expansion. While Dr. Carr remains interest
ed in the project, it will be reviewed by the Blandy Arboretum Board of Directors in October. 

u.s. National Arboretum Jan Carter, ABS Stakeholder Representative 
• ABS joined the Friends of the National Arboretum at the Outdoor Enthusiast level. 
• Secretary Carter relayed the information from the USNA relative to the impervious surface tax being levied on 

all properties within the District of Columbia. The "rain tax" as many know it, will be quite onerous for the 
USNA, and all efforts to date to ameliorate the situation have been rebuffed. 

• The U.S. National Arboretum recently appointed Dr. Richard Olsen as the Curator of the National Boxwood 
Collection. 

Research Director Anisko 
• While the ABS currently has no applications for grants, there may be opportunities for making nominal grants 

for research projects. 

Symposium 2014 Chair Bennett Saunders, Assist Ch. Jan Carter and E.D. Rinker 
• The current plan calls for the symposium to align with an International Box Blight Summit being organized by 

principal researchers at the USDA, USNA and North Carolina State University. 
• The ABS segment will feature tours of USN A, area private gardens, behind the scenes tours of some prominent 

Washington, D.C. public gardens, a day of seminar /workshops or optionally a tour to perhaps Annapolis, MD. 
Also included will be the Annual Meeting, Banquet and Benefit Auction. Greater detail will be firmed in the 
next few weeks, then publicized to all. 

Symposium 2015 Director Anisko 
• Considering a date of third week in May. Longwood Gardens will host the meetings and dinner. The tours 

will probably include the DuPont gardens and some Quaker gardens. 

Symposium 2016 

• The consensus of the Board is to continue seeking ideas for sites in the upper Virginia area. 

Nominating 

• President Boyd a ppoin ted Ka therine Ward as Chair with Walter Carell and Helen Hecht serving on the Cornrni ttee. 
• Directorship for 2014 remains vacant 

Unfinished Business 

• The Board moved that the article "The" will be used in the Society's name (i.e., The American Boxwood 
Society), whenever and wherever the organization takes official action. Otherwise the name may be used in 
designs and such, with or without the article "The" . [Makar/Hecht/unanimous by voice] 
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an apt description of the Hunt Institute 
• • • for Botanical Documentation-para
dise indeed for bibliophiles, particularly those with an 
avid interest in botany; for gardeners, botanists, horti
culturists, both professional and amateur; for scholars 
involved in untangling botanical nomenclature, for 
artists in training, and for lovers of great art; for histori
ans who are captured by the history of plant discovery 
and horticulture and the naming of plants, by the his
tory of the book and printing-and by the history of 
the entwining of it all. Paradise indeed! If you are one 
of these delightfully stricken persons, pack your bags 
and head for Pittsburgh! And yes, you will find there 
a copy of John Parkinson's Paradisi in Sole, printed by 
Humfrey Lownes and Robert Young in 1629! 

The collections of the Hunt Institute embrace more 
than 400 years of botanical documentation, from 16th 
C. Renaissance herbals to an unmatched gathering of 
contemporary botanical art and illustration. For this 
treasure trove of history that unfolds in breathtaking 
beauty before the budding botanist or seasoned schol
ar or gardener, we are indebted to Rachel McMasters 
Miller Hunt, whose love of books and of plants be
gan early and never, ever flagged. "When I was a little 
girl. . .I1eamed to know the wild flowers by name when 
a friend of my mother's gave me a wildflower book .... 
It was my 'Bible'." (Quinby and Stevenson 1958-1961, 
l:vii) That book was How to Know the Wild Flowers by 
Mrs. William Starr Dana, and the book is still in the 
Hunt Institute's archives. 

At the age of 15, Rachel received her first rare 
book from a family member-The English Gardener by 
Leonard Meager (1670), and another important seed 
was planted for her lifelong love of reading and col
lecting books on botany and gardens. She attended her 
first book sale in 1911 at the age of 29 and purchased 
two volumes on plants. One was Jardin d'Hyver ou 
Cabinet des Fleurs (1616), an early gardening manual 
by Jean Franeau. She was from the beginning of her 
collecting cognizant of the importance of art and illus
tration in conveying full information about a plant, its 
beauty and its botanical features. Clearly she sensed 
the "graceful relationship [that] existed between art 
and science in the field of botanical illustration. The il
lustrator [she realized], depending on his period, used 
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his command of line and colour in the service of infor
mation and discovery."(Elizabeth Mongan, catalogue 
for a 1952 exhibition, Hunt, p.iii.) 

It is easy to imagine that Rachel Hunt paused often 
in profound gratitude for the miracle of Gutenberg'S 
printing press. She recognized the importance of ac
quiring incunabula (books printed in Europe from 
movable type before 1501) early in her collecting and 
acquired a number of these rare books. One of these 
was the historic 1485 edition of Gart der Gesundheit 
(Mainz:Peter Schoeffer, 1485), one of the first European 
printed books on a scientific subject written in the ver
nacular instead of in Latin. In her search for these books, 
she was exposed to and became deeply interested in 
botanical works of the 18th and early 19th centuries, 
books on plant anatomy and classification, and those 
having color plate illustrations by the greatest artists of 

Gart tier Gesundheit. Mainz: P. Schoeffer, 1485. 
(cap. LXX, "Buxus buschbaum") 

The Cart der Gesundheit, a German translation of the 
Latin Herbarius, is one of eight incunabula in the 

library at Hunt Institute. 
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the day. She was captivated by the beauty her searches 
uncovered and was swayed in making her acquisi
tions by the thought that these incredibly beautiful and 
valuable works would be safely collected and spared 
endangerment by those who would destroy the books 
in order to retrieve the rare art inside them for framing. 

Interested also in gardens and garden design, Rachel 
Hunt searched for books and studies from the earliest 
records, including information on Roman villas and 
agriculture, some of it recovered and reissued during 
the Renaissance. In the ensuing centuries, garden de
sign saw constant change and Rachel's acquisitions 
trace these changes: labyrinths, knot gardens, large 
formal garden designs from Italy and France, and 18th 
century English landscape designs including works by 
Humphry Repton. 

n v x v s S!loa6Ok .... 

rDJ[:nR:. Leonhard. De Historill tirpbnn 
~ Insigrres ... Basel, Is~ 1SG. 

( .,. Buchssbaum'1 
Leonhart (1501-1566), physician and writer, 

produced one of t herba1s of the Renaissance. 
He hired three artists to make 511 plant illustrations: 
Albrecht Meyer made watercolor paintings of living 
plants, Heinrich FuUmaurer drew the images onto 

woodblocks, and V. Rudolph Speckle cut the blocks 
so the images could be printed. 
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Gardening manuals giving practical information on 
soil and pruning were a favorite genre and the Hunt's 
collection of them is extensive, as is the collection on 
the plants available to gardeners in past centuries. 
From the voyages of exploration more and more new 
plants were introduced into the gardens of Europeans 
and the documented research that accompanied the in
troduction of these plants was vital to the expansion 
of horticulture. The Hunt's collection of this botanical 
literature provides a valuable written record of explo
ration and plant gathering and gardening in history. 
Perhaps you long to see an early book that researches 
a garden plant which captivates you-maybe it's time 
for a trip to paradise! 

Eventually and inevitably, Rachel became familiar 
with and fascinated by the early herbals, obviously a 

.1 

1* 

Regnault, .R L4 Boflmique Mise Ii '" Porta de 
Tout Ie MoruIe, ou Coll«ticm des Plates d'Usage 

dau Iii Medecine ... P . Chez l'auleur [etc.11774 
[Le.,17'10-1780). (*Le Bu au Boul '1 

Regnault (1746 ca-lBlO), a French physician and 
engraver, produced this large work containing 472 

colored plates in three large folio volumes. 
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genre that would appeal to the collector of the old and 
rare in the field of plants and horticulture. Information 
on the healing plants was perceived as some of the 
most important information that could be made avail
able, and so with the invention of movable type in 
Germany, herbals were among the earliest printed 
books. The works of the Greek physician Dioscorides, 
(most notably, De Materia Medica) were most frequent
ly chosen for the earliest printed books. (Indicative of 
the depth of the collection, the Hunt has two 13th cen
tury manuscript leaves from an Arabic translation of 
Dioscorides' De Materia Medica. We can only marvel at 
the devotion and determination of these early scribes 
as we look upon these treasures and like Rachel Hunt, 
give thanks for the wonder of the printing press.) With 
the Renaissance and expanded information on plants, 
the production of herbals increased and these were 

Sowerby, James. English Botany ••• London: Printed 
for the author by J. Davis, 1~[1814). (vo1.19, plate 

1341, "Buxus sempervirens, Box-tree") 
Sowerby (1757-1822) collaborated with botanist Sir 
James Edward Smith to produce English Botany, 36 

volumes (1790-1814) 
containing 2,592 plates. 
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eagerly sought by Rachel Hunt for her collection. The 
works of Pier Andrea Mattioli are among some of the 
great finds which she acquired, including five original 
wood blocks commissioned and used by Mattioli along 
with the books in which they were used! The collection 
of herbals and extensive information on the genre held 
by the Hunt is a treasure that defies description- good 
reason for a trip to Pittsburgh! 

Over 1300 botanical watercolors, drawings and 
prints were collected by Rachel Hunt with the goal of 
owning original artworks by every artist whose pub
lished work was in her collection of botanical books. 
The comprehensive collection of plant images held in 
the Hunt Institute (now in excess of 29,000 items) is one 
that is sought out not just by scientists, but by a vast ar
ray of people for reasons that run the gamut from plant 
and gardening research to needlework patterns and 
fabric design! The visitor to the Hunt Institute has the 
privilege of seeing the Hortus F10ridus (1614), one of the 

f • 

Happe, Andreas Friedrich. "Buxus arborescens 
sempervirens ... " Art accession no. 0869.405 

This illustration of Buxus is from an album of 471 
watercolor paintings by Happe, assembled ca.1780 

and titled in his handwritten script. 
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Chaumeton, Francois Pierre. Flore Medicale. 
Paris: De CL.F. Panckoucke, 1814-1820. 

(vol.2, plate 80, "Buis") 

Chaumeton (1775-1819), French surgeon and 
pharmacist, wrote this eight-volume work, 

describing medicinal plants botanically and in 
terms of their medicinal uses. Pierre Jean Francois 

(1775-1840) produced original drawings for 404 
of the plates; another 20 were by Mme. Ernestine 

Panckoucke. 

earliest and most influential flower books printed from 
engraved plates and exhibiting the exceptional skill of 
Crispijn van de Passe. A valuable section of this flori
legium includes plant names in Latin, French, English 
and German. Some of the copper plate engravings 
show plants in the ground (a new and imaginative ap
proach to illustration) with an insect or mouse nearby! 
The book was issued uncolored, but includes informa
tion on coloration so the owner could color the plates 
or have them colored. 

Significant historical collections continue to be 
added to the Art collection-for example, the 1,989 
botanical and zoological watercolor illustrations made 
during the Royal Spanish Exploring Expedition of 
1787-1803. A stunning acquisition! 

Many of the European plant scholars in the late 
Renaissance and onward were part of a vital scientific 
and cultural network, studying and traveling together, 
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reading and commenting on each other's work. The 
result of all this activity was an outpouring of new 
scientific knowledge including important botanical il
lustration. Thanks to Rachel Hunt's determination and 
perseverance we may today see some of the results in 
the Hunt's carefully curated collection. One exciting 
example is the work ofJoseph Pitton de Toumefort (1656-
1708), his Elemens de Botanique (Paris 1694). Toumefort's 
classification system derived from the forms of flower 
and fruit, emphasizing the importance of the corolla, 
and his system was a major rival to that of Linnaeus. 
Additionally, we may see a letter of Toumefort's with his 
impressive signature, the earliest letter (1685) in Rachel 
Hunt's collection of 410 letters from 176 botanists and 
horticulturists, which provide personal glimpses of the 
scientists, as well as important scientific information. 

There are many other great plant scientists to be 
found in the Hunt collection: Nathaniel Grew's writ
ings and engraved microscopic views in The Anatomy 
of Plants, 1682; the botanical books and correspon
dence from the library of Michel Adanson including 
his Familles des Plantes(1763), and his copy of Linnaeus' 
Species Plantarum (1753)-what a collector's coup! And 
an entire collection devoted to Linnaeus and his stu
dents, one of the largest Linnaean book collections--an 
exciting subsequent development for this special library! 

By the 1950's, Rachel Hunt's collection was widely 
known for its excellence, and both Mr. and Mrs. Hunt 
knew that this valuable, carefully gathered collection 
should be properly and safely cared for, and further, made 
accessible to the public. Wanting this treasure to remain in 
Pittsburgh, the Hunts donated it and a building to house 
it to Carnegie Institute of Technology (now Carnegie 
Mellon University). Two years before Rachel Hunt's 
death, the Hunt Botanical Library was dedicated (1961). 
There must have been immense pride-and relief-that 
day, as she realized that her magnificent collection on the 
history of botany and of botanical publication would be 
preserved and made available to research. By 1971, the 
library's work had so diversified that it was renamed the 
Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation. It was or
ganized into four programmatic departments: Archives, 
Art, Bibliography and the Library, and the collections of 
each department were being expanded at a rapid rate. By 
2011, books and serials had grown to over 30,000 titles 
from the 2,961 in 1961; and prints, drawings and water
colors had grown from 1300 to over 29,200. 

Much to the credit of Rachel Hunt's foresight 
and that of the Directors of the Institute, the decision 
was made to pursue the acquisition of contemporary 
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artworks, still a specialty of the Art collection today. 
Modem botanical art and illustration often is not kept 
by publishers and seldom collected by institutions, 
good reason to fear that these valuable illustrative re
cords would be lost to posterity. One of these collections 
is that of Anne Ophelia Dowden who died in 2007. She 
had a close relationship with the Institute and encour
aged promising young artists to contact the Institute's 
curator of art about their work. 

This encouragement of the production of botan
ical artwork by contemporary artists is an important 
part of the Institute's mission, and to that end it spon
sors an International Exhibition of Botanical Art and 
Illustration every three years. Begun in 1964, the 
catalogues of these exhibitions contain the most com
prehensive record available of 20th- and 21st -century 
botanical artists and illustrators. The next of these ex
hibitions will be held September 27-December 19, 2013. 
Do you need a better reason to plan a trip to Pittsburgh? 

There was some trepidation as this article was be
gun-would the Hunt hold treasures for the boxwood 
enthusiast? After all, though the plant Buxus has a long 
and fascinating history, it is not a flashy plant; perhaps no 
one had been interested enough to dig into that history, 
much less spend time illustrating a plant that could very 
well be described as "plain", even "uninteresting". No 
need to worry! There are no gaps in the Hunt's carefully 
gathered collections-"boxwood" is there in ample sup
ply, and we have been able to decorate the paragraphs of 
this report with a few of the stellar findings. The staff of 
the Institute graciously cooperated to the fullest in mak
ing their treasures available. Boxwood gardeners and 
growers have good reason to make the trip to the Hunt 
Institute-a paradise in Pittsburgh! 

* * * 

BUlCUS sempervirens. 
~nHU~J7rl;Jll'n~ •. .f9u:r. 

Vietz, Ferdinand Bernard. leones Plantarum 
•.• Vienna: Joseph Eder [u] Schramblischen 

Bucherverlag, 1800-1819. 
(vol. 5, plate 367, uBuxus sempervirens") 

Vietz (1772-1815), an Austrian physician, 
produced this ten-volume work documenting 
plants found in the Austrian pharmacopeia of 

the early 19th century. The thousand plates were 
engraved by the Viennese artist Ignaz Albrecht, 
who completed the work upon Vietz's untimely 

death. 

* * * 
Information for this article was taken from Botany and History Entwined, the excellent and thorough catalogue based on Rachel 
Hunt's collecting and her library, prepared for the exhibition celebrating the Hunt Institute's 50th anniversary in 2011. We owe 
an immeasurable debt of gratitude to Charlotte Tancin, Librarian since 1987, and her able colleague, Curator of Art Lugene Bruno. 
Together they searched the collections and located the wonderful images we see here. Graphics Manager Frank Reynolds photographed 
them with consummate skill. Charlotte provided the image captions, giving boxwood lovers the important details of these treasures. 
Deepest appreciation to all! 

Sources: Tancin, Charlotte and Lugene Bruno, et. al., Botany and History Entwined, Rachel Hunt's Legacy. Hunt 
Institute for Botanical Documentation, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 2011. 

Quinby, J. and A.H.5tevenson. 1958-1961. Catalogue of Botanical Books in the Collection of Rachel McMasters 
Miller Hunt. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Hunt Botanical Library. 

All images for this article are courtesy of the Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation. 

To learn more about Hunt Institute, visit their website at http://huntbot.andrew.cmu.edu/. 
To arrange a visit, contact the staff there at huntinst@andrew.cmu.edu. 
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It is a pleasure to exhibit in the Bulletin the work of Lynda Bywater, an artist living and 
working today in England. The contrast between this artist's approach to illustration 
and that of the 'ancients', shown in the preceding article on the Hunt Institute's collection of early botanical 
illustration, is a powerful lesson in art, its varied approaches and possibilities. Every artist-the period in which the 
work is done notwithstanding-has his or her own vision of the challenge to be met, and meets that challenge in his 
very own unique way. The results have given us centuries of beauty, variety and fascinating forms of expression. 
Vive la difference! ... The Editor 

Asked to provide for the Bulletin some insights into her work, Lynda sent the following account. 

After spending a number of years painting gardens 
and houses in watercolour, a visit to a magical 
French garden inspired me to look at garden il

lustration in a different way and to go back to my first 
love of drawing. That garden was Marqueyssac* in the 
Dordogne, and I'll always treasure it as my starting 
point in pen and ink. I loved the architectural aspect 
of this magnificent boxwood garden and could see that 
the structure, form, and detail would work very well 
in pen and ink, lending itself perfectly to the precision 
required by the medium. From my first drawings of 
these gardens I went on-was driven, reaUy--to hone 
my techniques used for drawing box and yew. 

Page2S 

The success with pen and ink drawings of 
Marqueyssac sent me searching for other boxwood and 
yew topiary gardens to flex my rediscovered interest in 
the medium. I soon came upon the huge hedges called 
liThe Monks" at Bingerden in the Netherlands. For this 
challenge, I developed a technique which depicts cut yew 
very well and later, one which shows longer yew stems 
before its annual cut. I thoroughly enjoyed the progress I 
was making and was so pleased with the results. 

Continuing my search for gardens, I began to ap
proach the owners of some of the great gardens of 
England such as Rodmarton Manor, and Bourton 
House, both in the Cotswolds, and some of the National 
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Trust gardens-Avebury in Wiltshire, for one. (These 
trips were wonderful outings for me and my two-year
old son, who became quite the garden tourist! I have 
lovely photos of him enjoying the gardens-a bonus of 
wonderful memories.) 

"Editor's note: Marqueyssac is a fantastic piece of garden art 
which has thrilled boxwood enthusiasts all over the world 
and inspired countless gardeners and artists, two of them 
referring to the inspiration in this issue of the Bulletin! It is 
well worth the reader's time to research it. 

At Bourton House, I met with the owners and 
described my work; they were eager to see what the 
result might be at Bourton, so I took pictures of a line of 
clipped box-spiral, cone, spiral, sphere-all the while 
carefully studying the detail of each piece. It made 
quite an interesting drawing! The owners bought the 
original, and I also sold prints in the beautiful shop 
housed in the Grade I listed bam. 

Each subject I decide upon is captured on camera 
from lots of different angles to review when back at the 
studio. Once the right angle is chosen I can set to work. 
In all my pieces, the subject stands alone with a white 
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"The Monks", Bingerden, etherlands 

background. This approach is especially appealing to me 
as it shows off the actual subject with no distraction from 
anything around it. There is always a little story behind 
each drawing: for example, my little partridge-~me of 
my favorites-was not standing alone, but was surround
ed by a "family" of others, with a backdrop of a lovely old 
wall. It took ages to decide which one I wanted to draw 
as they were all slightly different-but I liked his face the 
best! Rodmarton Manor, host to some outstanding old to
piary, is where I found my cheeky little partridge. 

I always draw onto high grade watercolour paper, 
preferring its texture over other types, first sketching 
the rough image and then tidying up the proportions 
if necessary, upscaling by eye to the chosen size. I 
draw in any wood (stems or trunk) that shows (as in 
my box spiral), again making sure all is proportional
ly correct. I then set to with my pen, going straight in 
with the leaves. When I first started, the leaves I drew 
were not as detailed, and not quite the correct shape. 
After studying the plant more closely, noting the most 
minute detail, I produced the leaves more accurately. 
This changed the whole picture! I leave gaps where 
there are holes, put in the bits that stick out; where 
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there are woody pieces I draw them as exactly as pos
sible, especially the knotty bits and cuts, or where 
new leaves are emerging. Picking out the fine detail, I 
discovered, is essential. 

Once I have drawn all the leaves and wood, I start 
to work on shading areas, as in the original image to 
ensure depth and contrast (which will vary depending 
on the time of day a piece is captured by the camera). 

It is very tirne-consuming work, as you might ex
pect such detailed work would be. I work for an hour 
or more and cover a small area about 2cm square. Each 
piece takes an average of 30-50 hours depending on the 
size. There is a lot of concentration and thinking where 
the pen is to go next; thinking of how the leaves look, 
the angle they stick out or bend, or if they have just 
been cut. Though I do take my pen and just draw, I am 
always aware that a wrong move is permanent! 

Apart from commissions, I have each finished piece 
professionally photographed and from the photo can 
produce high quality prints on high grade paper. Print 
runs are limited to 50, each print numbered and signed. 
It is all an immensely satisfying process! 
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Yews at Avebury 

Lynda's intimate knowledge of the boxwood pLant-its form, 
its Leaf shapes, manner of growth, all its various idiosyncra
cies-is a cruciaL part of her success in drawing box. She 
continues her account. 

The time at horne after the birth of my son proved pro
ductive in a number of ways. I redesigned our garden at 
that time and planted box hedges interspersed with 
topiary cones, making a formal entrance to the house. 
I became totally immersed in boxwood, examining each 
plant carefully as I planted, and then becoming even more 
familiar with it as I learned to cut it. (Cutting took forev
er as I carefully cut each stern to encourage new growth! 
Yes, I became very familiar with my precious boxwood 
and very possessive. No one was allowed to touch them!) 
That garden has been left behind now, but I'll be forever 
grateful for the lessons in box learned there. 

We have recently moved to a 17thC farmhouse and a 
new garden design was begun immediately. Lots of box 
has gone in and the learning process continues, but I still 
have a parterre design to be carried out once the work on 
the outside of the house has been completed. I am happily 
anticipating the sketching of every stage of development. 
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Detail of Partridge Partridge 

* * * * * * * * * * 
We extend our most sincere thanks to Lynda Bywater for taking time to share her love of boxwood and yew and her delightful 
artistic skill in drawing these plants whether as single specimens or as magnificent hedges. They are beautiful! 

* * * * * * * * * * 
If you are interested in seeing more of Lynda's work, would like an original piece of work, or a limited print, or wish to see 

your own garden or magnificent hedge in pen and ink, you may contact Lynda directly. 
lynda@lyndabywater.com or phone +44 7793 240661 

All the images in this Bulletin article are used with permission of the artist, Lynda Bywater. 
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1,;vin;? d<t> {!i3o::rwooc/ ":H Ih/3La/Fu:fJca/te 
WitTz TlzollgTzts on Creative Pnming 

Admittedly, the ability to reproduce the vibrancy 
of a leaf or an entire plant with paints and canvas, 
as botanical illustrators can do, is a rare and won

derful gift, and the enjoyment of that art is a delight. 
But creativity-art-does not end with the studio and 
paints and easel. The beauty of the living landscape is a 
proven form of art, and its designer, planter, and keep
er, a very special kind of artist. 

Our beloved boxwood has proven its ability to 
make a valuable contribution to the art of the gar
den. Whether fields or the well-tended garden serve 
as "canvas" or background, the beauty of boxwood 
shines through, bringing its unique contribution to the 
design-be it a hedge, the exhibition of a unique speci
men, or artfully pruned topiary, presented singly or en 
masse. Having a "paint box" full of different varieties 
and forms gives the gardener/artist wide opportunity 
to produce a work of beautiful and interesting design, 
and fully worthy of exhibition! Even the amateur gar
dener can produce what qualifies as a work of art in the 
garden, and choosing boxwood as a key component 
does much to insure the artistic garden. 
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By Louise Smith 

Nothing brings a touch of artistry to the garden like 
ornamental pruning, a feature that looms as a daunting 
task to most of us who garden. The choice of boxwood 
for the garden's palette has the advantage of using a 
plant that adapts well to ornamental pruning, and one 
which unfailingly offers a special kind of beauty to the 
scene. 

We are fortunate in having available to us at this 
juncture in garden history the published advice of a 
number of professionals who can guide us in this mat
ter of pruning. Jake Hobson, who works primarily in 
the UK, in his treatise on the art that is achievable when 
topiarist meets boxwood, approaches the subject "with 
the eye of an artist", as Anna Pavord puts it in her re
view of Hobson's book, The Art of Creative Pruning. This 
book is a refreshing look at the enjoyment of pruning 
and the role of gardener as artist; his treatment of box
wood is a good lesson for the boxwood enthusiast. Not 
all of us can approach pruning our precious boxwood 
with the assurance that Jake demonstrates, but his 
book will undergird the hesitant gardener with a sense 
of confidence and powerful inspiration! Tips abound 
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for the neophyte and the more practiced as well, such 
as how to produce the sharply formal effect or the soft
er, more fluid effect. The artist (aka gardener) needs to 
understand what his goals are and then seek and ap
ply the advice that is offered. It is important to treat 
the garden and its inhabitants as potential art from the 
outset-not as a maintenance chore; important, too, 
to remember that time (and a lot of it) is required to 
produce a finely wrought garden or a single piece of 
topiary. Instant art, i.e., ready-pruned plants can be 
acquired, of course, given ample resources, but "slow 
gardening", the homegrown and nurtured garden art, 
is far more satisfying. 

There are garden works of art best left to the 
proven, highly competent artist. Features like the 
"cloud-pruned" hedge are extremely difficult and re
quire years of experience even for the gifted artist. If 
"cloud pruning" is your vision of art for your garden, it 
would be prudent to seek the help and advice of the ex
perienced professional before making those first cuts; 
but any pruning is certainly within the reach of the in
spired and determined gardener! 

Hobson's discussion of hedges as art in his book is 
inspiring and very practically helpful. Ever respectful 
of the plants and his vision for them, he encourages 
regarding the hedge as architecture-a group of plants, 
whether yew, boxwood, beech or hornbeam, with huge 
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potential as artwork. The role of the plants need not 
be relegated to backdrop-essentially invisible-but 
can be made interesting and assertive. Sometimes the 
hedge loses its role as hedge and becomes sculpture!! 
(See the drawings of Lynda Bywater in the preceding 
article.) As the artist observes his work over time, new 
design ideas will emerge and the whole creative pro
cess becomes far more than "maintaining a hedge"! In 
his consideration of plants and their pruning, Hobson 
can go to artistic extremes the average gardener / prun
er would not consider: he deems even the agricultural 
"hedge flailing" -the cutting of hedgerows as prac
ticed in the UK-as a highly sculptural process. "The 
sight of a well-flailed hedge," he says, "running across 
the countryside is as inspirational to me as any garden 
I have seen." 

His appreciation of Marquessac, the unique chateau 
garden in the Dordogne, France, and the inspiration it 
holds for him, are palpable in his descriptive comments 
on the garden early in his book. Though this garden is 
a massive planting of box (some dating back to 1861) it 
holds valuable lessons for those who garden on a much 
smaller scale. It is to be noted that the boxwood there is 
all pruned by hand! 

Who doesn't gasp with pleasure upon see
ing a beautifully cared-for boxwood garden or the 
carefully tended garden, even a vegetable garden, 
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that exhibits the occasional but carefully placed and pruned boxwood specimen! That care and that design con
stitute "art" -and it is something that each of us can do. The only requirements are love of the plant, the desire 
to express that love your way, and the courage to wade in! Just ask Pearl Fryar, the ABS special guest speaker in 
Charleston, 2012, and a featured artist in Hobson's The Art of Creative Pruning! 

There is perhaps no such thing as the "commonplace" garden; as soon as creator puts spade into soil, or shears 
to branches, the creation of art is in process. So-undergirded with a winter's reading of "artful" books, definitive 
planning, sharp tools, patience, and a bounty of boxwood, banish your timidity and approach your garden next 
spring, optimistic and enthusiastic, ready to make your contribution to garden art. 

Whatever you can do, or dream you can, begin it! Boldness has genius, power and magic in it! 
-Goethe (an admirer of the art of the garden) 

Further reading: Topiary and the Art of Training Plants, by David Joyce, Firefly Books, 2000. 
Highly recommended. Informative, inspiring, beautifully photographed. 
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FROM THE ARCHIVES 

* * 
Good information on caring for our boxwood through the 
winter is always welcome, and back issues of the Bulletin 
carry a wealth of it , a good reason for hoarding your priceless 
trove of old Bulletins. From the January, 1995 issue (Vol.34, 
No.3), we are given guidance from Stephen D. Southall, 
a past president of the ABS and a grower of boxwood in 
Virginia, in an article titled "Winter Maintenance", from a 
series called The Seasonal Gardener. 

* * * * * 
Many garden enthusiasts are frustrated during the 

winter months because they are unable to actually "do 
anything" in their gardens. Boxwood growers, how
ever, are very fortunate in that [late fall and] winter 
provide a great opportunity for us to do "hands on" 
work in our gardens. The period provides an oppor
tune time to pluck (thin) boxwood. 

Plucking as an annual routine is recommended for 
a number of reasons. It allows air and light into the cen
ter of the plant, stimulating growth and maintaining a 
dry environment free of disease. Plucking, as opposed 
to shearing, is recommended because it creates the 
minor openings in the [surface of the] planting which 
allow the free flow of the elements. Shearing takes off 
far too much of the outer leaf surface, exposing stem 
ends, without creating any of the valuable openings. 
Plucking also allows one to shape plants over a period 
of time [without defacing the plant]. Unsightly bulges 
can be selectively plucked resulting in the shape that 
you desire ... without ever looking butchered. 

Minor thinning can be done anytime during the 
winter period [if the winter is relatively mild] without 
endangering the health of the plant. However, if one is 
to do major thinning, it is best to wait until the end of 
February when the worst of winter is over. The reason is 
that plants have the greatest probability of winter sur
vival if their leaf-to-root equilibrium is not disturbed. 
A severe winter can stress plants and any change in 
this equilibrium will exacerbate that stress. By the end 
of February [usually], with winter over, plants which 
need major plucking can be safely plucked. The new 
growth of spring will soon fill out the plant and cover 
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* * * 
any unsightliness. Another reason for plucking at the 
end of February [when the weather is obviously be
coming warmer] is that this is an appropriate time to 
"stick" the cuttings, with roots resulting by June. 

... Plants grown in full sun often have sides which 
are very thick and impenetrable. By first plucking these 
sides, it is much easier to clean debris from the plant. 
Spray and clean [if nighttime temperatures are above 
freezing] from the interior driving the debris out. The 
interior base is the most common area for [potentially 
harmful] debris to accumulate. 

Snow can be very destructive to boxwoods. Small 
plants are not hurt as much as large ones. Actually 
snow can be helpful to small plants because it literally 
covers them up thereby insulating them from strong 
winds and cold. During a heavy snow it is advisable 
to gently knock the snow from larger plants before it 
accumulates and begins to bend the branches down. 
Be careful because the branches are very brittle during 
the cold and break easily. Keeping the snow off while 
it is snowing is preferable to knocking it off after it has 
already weighed branches down and opened the plant 
up. A plucked or open plant will survive snow much 
easier than a tight one because the snow can more eas
ily fall into and through the holes of the open plant as 
opposed to sitting on top of the unplucked, tight plant. 
Ice is much more difficult to deal with .... If you know 
an ice storm is coming ... you may cover your prized 
boxwoods with burlap or plastic to "shed" the ice. 
Attempting to knock the ice off is not advisable ... since 
you risk breaking the branches in the attempt. 

* * * * * 
(The editor has slightly adapted the article to make it more 
inclusive of gardeners in northern and Midwestern climates. 
It should be noted that deep cold temperatures, which can 
occur in early November in the Midwest and continue into 
March, preclude the plucking or cutting of your boxwood. 
But recent mild winters--more like Virginia winters--pro
vide ample opportunities to work with our plants right up 
to Christmas with cuttings or "thinnings" being used for 
holiday decorations!) 
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Thome, Otto Wilhelm. Flora von Deutschland ... Gera-Untermhaus: Fr.Eugen Kohler, [1903-1905]. 
(vol.3, plate 335, "Buxus sempervirens L.") 

courtesy of The Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation 
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